
 

Lesson Seven  

How Are You ? 
 

 

I . Comprehension 
 

A. Read the following sentences and choose the correct answer : 

���������	
�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������  

 

1. In English the commonest greeting is a question about a person's health . But we don't expect people 

to tell us about their health . According to these sentences , which one is the commonest greeting in 

English ? 

a) How are you?       b) Where are you going ? 

c) Have you eaten yet ?      d) What do you do ? 

  

2. In all languages asking someone's health .................... . 

a) requires a true answer     b) is the commonest greeting 

c) is a real question                                        d) none of them 

 

3. Small talk and greeting are an important part of a conversation in any language ; however , they may be 

different from one language to another .This means ………….  . 

a) small talk is the same in all languages    

b) In English small talk and greeting aren't a part of a language 

c) Greeting and small talk aren't  the same in all languages  

d)  Small talk is an important part of a grammar in any language 

 

4. Mr Karimi's students hardly study their lessons . That's the reason ............. 

a) he is sure they will pass the exam       b) he will give each of them a reward  

c) they will get good marks in their exams             d) he feels sorry for them 

 

 

B. Cloze test :  

 

Fill in the blanks with the words given : ������������������������������������������������ ����!�"�!#�#����$��������%&�'�(�� 

 

Greetings and  small talk are an important part of  . . (5) . . in any  languages. The  . . (6) . . people greet  

each other and the things they  talk about, however,  . . (7) . . different from  one. language to another. 

This shows that there is much  . . (8) . . to learn when we learn a language than just the  . . (9) . . and the 

grammar of the language. We also have to learn the . . (10) . . behavior of the people who speak it.   

 

 

5. a) composition  b) listening   c) conversation  d) writing 

6. a) part    b) method   c) way    d) road 

7. a) will be   b) maybe   c) are    d) is 

8. a) else    b) words   c) grammar   d) more 

9. a) vocabulary   b) comprehension  c) expressions   d) new words 

10. a) common   b) social   c) usual   d) national  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

II. Vocabulary  
 

A. Fill in the blanks with the words given :                                        ������ �������%&�'�(���!�"�!#�#����$�����  

 

         common – topic – sufficient – disagree – conversation – purpose – happened – requires  

                                                       religion – expressions – health 

 

  

11. Nobody was certain how the terrible accident had ………………  . 

12. Some workers left their works because they didn't ………… enough money  

13. I couldn't understand the lesson because there were a lot of difficult...... in it. 

14. Mohammad is a ................ name for Iranian boys 

15. He's going to live in a village . He ……… peace and quiet . 

16. The greatest …………… in all over the world is Islam .  

17. The ………… of small talk is to let both people agree on something . 

18. People often ………… about religion or politics , so they're not suitable topics for small talk . 

19. In English the commonest greeting is a question about a person's ……… For example,  " How are 

you ? "  

20. She had a long ……………… with her sister on the phone . 

 

 

 

B. Complete the sentences with your own words :                            ������ ����#�'�����$)��������*�+�������   

 

21. At the bus stop people may comment about ................ system . 

22. People have the same ……… about the weather , so it's a safe topic for small talk . 

23.  ……… is the first words that people say when they meet each other like  " Hello " .  

24. Our teacher told us to write about " The importance of Education ". It's the ……. of our composition 

. 

 

 

 

C. Choose the correct answer : ���������	
�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
�����  
 

25. The topics for small talk depend on where the ...... is taking place. 

a} conversation      b) pronunciation      c) composition      d) expression 

 

26. Man is a ............... animal. He likes to live in groups. 

a) social          b) suitable    c) usual      d) polite  
 

27. The teacher got so angry because her …………  was terrible . 

a) behavior  b) expression        c) education            d) weather 

 

28. The accident took place last week . " Took place "  means ……………  . 

a) happened  b) finished   c) depended   d) stopped 

 

29. My success depends . . . ……... different factors. 

a) in   b) for    c) on    d) at 

  

 

 

 

 

 



 

learn more about synonyms and antonyms : 

 

actually = really       agree # disagree 

behaviour = treatment      safe # dangerous 

composition = writing      start # stop 

conversation = speaking     similar to # different from 

idea = opinion       peace # war  

purpose = end = goal = aim     fixed # changeable 

require = need        

sufficient = enough 

take place = happen 

topic = subject 

common = usual 

 

 

 

III. Grammar :  
                                    If Clauses    :  conditional sentences type II 

 

 

A. Put the words in the right order :                                                              ��$����	����,������$�������+�-��  

 

30. man – if – for – I – rich – buy – you – a – were – a house – would – . 

 

31. suitable – time – isn't – for – winter – think – swimming – I – .  

 

 

 

B. Look at the picture and answer the questions :                           �������������.�/�*����0#�12�3��4�52����  

� 
  

 

 

32. What would happen if the door was open ? 

 

 

                                                                                                                                         ( steal  ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

33. What would happen if he took off his coat ?  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                            (  catch  cold  ) 

 

 

 

 

 



 

C. Write the correct form of the verbs : �	
�*3� '�#����$������ 6"���-�����������������������������������������������������
������������������������ 
34. If she ........... more , she could pass her exam . ( study ) 

35. They ……………… to see you if they knew your address . ( come ) 

36. If  I ……………. so busy , I might talk with you again . ( not be )  

37. He'd break the window if he ………… football in the yard . ( play ) 

 

  

  

D. Choose the correct answer : ���������	
�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������   

 

38. If they were here , I ………….. their car . 

a) will borrow   b) borrowed   c) would borrow  d) borrow 

 

39. You wouldn't be so fat if  you ……………. too much . 

a) don't eat   b) hadn't eaten   c) didn't eat   d) can't eat 

 

40. How ………… you write a letter if you didn't have fingers ? 

a) can    b) will    c) could   d) should 

 

41. If he ………… in a hurry , they'd come to see him . 

a) weren't   b) isn't    c) wouldn't be   d) won't be 

 

 

IV . Language Function  
 

Match the groups of sentences : ���0#�7���*8��6������������������������������������������������������������������������������������  

 

42. What month is your mother's birthday ?    a) Sorry , I don't really know . 

43. What's the date today ?      b) It's in his office . 

44. That's next week , isn't it ?      c)  In Aban 12th  . 

45. When is your appointment with the dentist ?   d) The twenty first . 

          e) It's in March . 

 

V. Pronunciation  
 

 Write the words in the right column : ���-�����#�'��9��*��:�	2�*�+�������$������������������������������������������������  

     

 

                           soon – cook – hour – no – cool – now – town – hope  

 

     _____A_____  _____B______  _____C_____   ____D___ 

 

          good            coat         down        two  

 

46.  ………          ……..         ……..       ……. 

 

47.  ……….          ……..         ………                  ……..  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

VI. Reading Comprehension  

 
Read the passage and answer the questions :                               ��0#�12�3��4�52����.���
�����;<#�������=	�  
 

In our town we have a big park . It has lots of trees , flowers , grass and benches for the people to sit on 

and rest . There are large places for tennis and volleyball and a small restaurant . There is also a very 

small zoo with a few wild animals in it . But for the children , the best place in the park is the 

playground . There , they can play , run and go round and round for hours . During school hours , only 

the very little children are there , but on summer evenings and Fridays , there are older children too .  

 

 

48. On Fridays only older children play in the park . 

a) True     b) False 

 

49. Children like the playground very much . 

a) True     b) False 

 

50. Why can't the children play with the animals in the zoo ? 

 

51. When aren't there many children in the park ? 

 

52. What do the children usually do in the park ? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


